Host Rich_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::Sitting back in the proper seat now, eyes on the front screen::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::at science console on bridge ... trying not to make mistakes with readouts::

Captain_Indyrian says:
:::Sitting in The Chair::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::walks into Sick Bay, breathes, and smoothes uniform::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::at tactical station:::

Host Rich_AGM says:
THE USS ORION IS ON ITS WAY TO RETIRA II FOLLOWING A BRIEF DOCK AT STARBASE

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::glances up towards Captain and XO ... hopes they are nice people::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::Waiting to get out of sickbay with the Doctor's permission::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Anything on the long range sensors?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::decides to extend scans in all directions just in case::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::checks long-range scans, performs diagnostic on weapons systems::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:  n.n.n.n.oooo Sir   not yet

Nurse_Hannah says:
::sees Ensign Jax and walks over::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Keep me posted.

Nurse_Hannah says:
Jax: And... what seems to be the problem? ::breathes::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
:CO:  A.Ayeee Sir

Nurse_Hannah says:
Jax: How's that biobed functioning? Any complaints?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::worries a lot::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
Hannah: I never complain much....

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::::glances at Ensign Fearful and notices funny look on her face::::

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:   Any unusual shipping in the area?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::feels the TAC ensign looking at her .... gets even more nervous if possible::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: no sir, scans aren't picking up anything out of the ordinary

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm, ETA to Retira II?

Nurse_Hannah says:
Jax: So are you saying that... you are... completely fit? ::breathes::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
CO:  ETA to Retira II .... 3 minujtes, sir.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::watches for traces of anything ... cannot decide if she made a good decision joining the ship::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::Hates sickbay a lot.. starts yelling::Hannah: Can I go to work is all I ask!!

Nurse_Hannah says:
Jax: Sure... although I may have to... examine... you first.

Captain_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Very well.  Upon our arrival, put us into Standard Orbit.

Nurse_Hannah says:
::breathes::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
CO: Aye, Captain....acknowledged.......

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::gets picture of approaching system on science console ... wonders whether to say anything ... decides not::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
::adjusts course and heading and monitors speed ::

Captain_Indyrian says:
XO:  Has Starfleet Intelligence on the situation on Retira II?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
Hannah: Finish the examine please.

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::feels her uniform itching, wonders if her roommate used that itching powder on her again::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  What is the composition of the Retira system?

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
CO: Coming into range of Retira II......achieving standard orbit, sir.......

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CO:  There is very little known about Retira II's people.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::checks everything for the 45th. time - hears the CO's question::
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ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: As the XO says Sir

NPC_Sharra says:
@:;enters office and sees Tammok sitting at his desk::

Host Rich_AGM says:
THE BLUE GREEN PLANET OF RETIRA II COMES INTO VIEW

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
:CO:: It is very similar to Earth though

Nurse_Hannah says:
Jax: Well, if you insist you are fit for duty, I'll take your word for it. Care to meet in the lounge after your duty shift?

Tammok says:
@::::going over reports sees Sharra entering :::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO::breathable air, reasonable climate

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::adjusts long-range scans, checks shields and weapons for the umpteenth time:::

Tammok says:
@Sharra : There is some good news at any rate ...production from the mines is up

NPC_Sharra says:
@::smiles, and nods at Tammok::  Tammok:  Any word as to the arrival of the Federation vessel?

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sir, scans have picked up an orbiting satellite.....I cannot determine its use however

Captain_Indyrian says:
NumberOne:  Assemble an away team and see what we can do.  Be discreet as only you can be.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::rechecks everything::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::walks over to another biobed and begins to torment another hapless crew member::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::nods:: Hannah: I'll see you there....

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::nods:::  CO:  Aye sir...

Tammok says:
@Sharra : Not as yet but I expect they should be arriving shortly

Captain_Indyrian says:
::loooks up::  TAC:  Any unusual transmissions coming from the sattilite?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
TAC:: just like the earth's moon ... similar composition too

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::punching buttons::: CO: errr, not that the sensors can detect.

NPC_Sharra says:
@Tammok:  Excellent.  And have the search teams found any trace of the missing officials?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::walks out of the sickbay and head for Engineering::

Captain_Indyrian says:
::nods::  TAC:  Very well.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::begins to feel a bit more at home::

Tammok says:
@::::Frowns :: Sharra : nnot as yet

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::Stands up looking around the bridge:::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::notices transmission signatures::

Captain_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Open hailing frequencies.

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Oh wait.....there are transmissions coming from the satellite.  Their destination is unknown

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::walks in Engineering, nods to other officers::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: I'm trying to get a lock on them sir.

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
CO: Opening hailing frequencies, sir.......
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Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Get a fix on where the transmission originate...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Engineering:  Jax, report to transporter room 3 at once.  Ens Thei you're with me....

Nurse_Hannah says:
::wonders what she'll wear for her date with  Jax::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::frowns as well::  Tammok:  It worries me greatly.  The disappearances keep happening, and we can find nothing.

Tammok says:
@Sharra : I am assembling the Data we have gathered so far and putting it into one file for thier use after they arrive

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Sir ... the satellite has weapons .... not powered at the moment

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: aye sir..working on it :::punching buttons:::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::walks out of Engineering and head for TR3::

Captain_Indyrian says:
::Waits for frequency to open::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::arrives in TR3::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  What sort of weapons?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: not sure .. perhaps TAC can assist

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::waiting and wanting to know what is going...::

Captain_Indyrian says:
::an eyebrow raised::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::wonders why Fearful is reporting on weapons....and why her sensors did not pick them up!::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::: Heading for Transporter room 3:::::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: walks to TL.....heads for TR3::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::doors swoosh open::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: standard laser weaponry I think

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sorry Captain, my console seems to have malfunctioned.....I think I fixed it though.  Checking the nature of the weapons now....

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Mr. Jax, do you have a full set of Tricorders and weapons compliement ready?

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO/TAC:  I want to know what the sattilite is for, and where those bloody signals are coming from on the moon.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: Aye Sir ... gets nervous again

NPC_Sharra says:
@Tammok:  Respond to the incoming hail.  It seems the Orion has arrived.

Tammok says:
@Sharra : one thing that concerns me is these reports of strange lights in the sky when these occurences  do happen ...but we have often in our past had reports of lights acting strangely  for all of our history

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO:  Captain, the weapons are standard laser weaponry

Captain_Indyrian says:
::wonders where the devil the PM is::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::sits in chair and twirls hair around her finger::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: arrives TR3::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
Commander: I have not been informed... I will get it now.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: trying to get a fix on the destination of the transmissions ...

Tammok says:
*Comm * Orion : Come in please

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Jax:  Good....  :::nods to Thei:::  Step on up and we'll get going....

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
Cmdr: Ready for transport, sir.....

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: They are hailing us

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge* Away team proceeding to the planet......

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::Grabs Tricorder and phaser and walk on the pod::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: On screen Sir?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::decides that Sick Bay is boring and heads to the Bridge::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::nods to the TR chief::::

Tammok says:
@Sharrah : I think they are comning on now ...yu want to take it ?
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ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::sees the CO is busy:: CO:: On screen Sir? with the planet's hail?

NPC_Sharra says:
@*Orion*  We are ready to receive your team in my offices.  Proceed at will.

Nurse_Hannah says:
::arrives at Bridge and steps off TL::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::puts the hail on screen anyway::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::look around::

Host Rich_AGM says:
THE AT BEAMS DOWN TO THE PLANETS SURFACE

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::  Materializes on planet:::::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::breathes::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::looks around to see Nurse Hannah on the Bridge.......thinks oh no::::

Tammok says:
@:::welcomes the newcomers to the planet :::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::sees AT arrive in her offices::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::wondering why we have to be here...::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::looks over at Ensign at Tactical::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::stands:: Greetings, I am Sharra, Prime Minister; this is my aide, Tommak

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@ I am Commander Kisay of the Federation starship USS Orion.  These are my officers Jax and Thei.

Tammok says:
@:::nods :::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::smiles at Nurse Hannah......wishes she had a figure like the Nurse:::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: moving in a little closer ::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::Looks around::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  Greetings, we are grateful for your assistance.

Nurse_Hannah says:
::smiles back at Tyler::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::nods to the remander of the AT::  Kisay:  You are familiar with our predicament, I presume?

Captain_Indyrian says:
::sits and turns to TAC and ASO::  What do you make of those transmissions coming from the moon?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::wonders where the XO is::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::::continues to monitor the satellite.....::::

Tammok says:
@Kisay : we have the relavant data all colated for your disposal

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::nods back::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::looks at the Captain::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: SIr!  There is an encoded message from the satellite ... subspace .... direction

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@ Yes I understand it...  Jax, would you start to analyze the data?

Captain_Indyrian says:
::whirls to the ASO and stands::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Kisay: Yes sir

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: unknown direction .... no planets on that path

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Can we intercept the transmission?

Tammok says:
:::: Motions to Jax to a terminal of odd design :::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::takes tricorder out and analyze the data::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::smiles at Tommak:: My friend:  Please arrange for transportation for our guests and ourselves to the area where the officials were last known to be.

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra: When did the disappearances start? :::  walking with Sharra::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::wonders if there is a ship out there::

Tammok says:
@ Sharra : Right away

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: I have Sir .... but it is deeply encrypted ... will take time to break the code

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  They have taken place over the past few years, sporadically, and always in the same area.

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Then get on it

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sir, sensors have picked up faint ion trails leading away from the planet.  The trails disperse just off our port bow.......there's not trace of them beyond our immediate location

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::routes the encrypted signal via the ships main computer ....waits hopefully::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: doing my best Sir

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Thei, please accompany me to the "area"

Nurse_Hannah says:
::chewing gum, wanders over to the CO::

Tammok says:
@::::opens the needed files :::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  It would seem best that you visit the area of the disappearances; Tommak is making arrangements now.

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
Cmdr: Aye, sir..........

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::frets about the delay::

Captain_Indyrian says:
::thinks aloud:: Cloaked vessel.....  TAC:  How close are we to the Romulan Neutral Zone?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::blows a bubble, it pops nearly in Co's ear::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: begins walking using tricorder to gather readings ::
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Captain_Indyrian says:
::jumps and whirls around::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra, will you be accompanying us?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::smiles innocently::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::see tricorder with an unusual readings::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Let us make our way to the street, and we'll take a land rover to the site.  Yes, I will accompany, as will Tommak.

Captain_Indyrian says:
CMO:  Is there something I can help you with Doctor?  ::a bit curt::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::leads the AT through the government building corridors to the waiting rover::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:  Commander....my tricorder is picking up a massive elecgromagnetic field running underground.......!!!!

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: Nah, I was just lookin around. Anything I can do to.... help?  ::breathes::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::computer comes back with garbled transcript .....gets frustrated::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: let's see..... we're not very close sir.....

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@:::nods::::  Follows Sharra::::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: continues getting readings from the tricorder ::

Captain_Indyrian says:
::steps around the CMO and over toward the Tac station::   CMO:  Nothing at this time Doctor...now if you will excuse me.
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CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: Sir, I'm also picking up a massive electromagnetic field

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: Actually, isn't it time for your regularly scheduled... physical? Should I make an appointment?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::reconfigures the console readout a bit .... tries again::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::stifles a smile at the Captain's "predicament"::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: sir ... that signal!  It appears to be a warning that we are here!

NPC_Sharra says:
@::enters the land rover, with Tommak and the AT, and they set off::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  Are  these Electromagnetic traces normal for the planet?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::flips PADD and checks appointment schedule::

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:   Plot a hypotherical course for that ion trail.  Does it intercept the transmission?

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Ensign Bibble> ::walks over to Nurs Hannah following shift:: I have a ...er.. delicate problem I'd like to see you about ::blushes::

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: You should be in Sick Bay within the next 20 minutes to make your appointment

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  They are indeed normal.  ::looks puzzled:: You do not have such traces?

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: working on it now sir.....

Nurse_Hannah says:
Bibble: Oh? ::breathes? What could that be?

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr: Sir....I can't quite pinpoint the source, either, sir.......seems rather massive.......

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra: No we do not have such traces on Earth or Bajor where I am from.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::also plots the path:: CO!  It definitely is a signal to someone that Orion has arrived ....::worries a lot::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: continues with tricorder readings  ::
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NPC_Sharra says:
@:;the land rover moves through the city, and the at sees that it is somewhat modest in structure::

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Ens Bibble> Hannah: I have...err.... an unsightly lesion somewhere rather embarrassing ::blushes again::

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Yellow alert.  Notify the Away team of our situation.

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Thei:  They are normal apparantly

Nurse_Hannah says:
Bibble: Let's get down to Sick Bay, Ensign. I'll just have a look at that.

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:   Hmmmmm........

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::tries to get a lock on the AT::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  The officials all disappeared in a remote area on the outskirts of the city, investigating an area for expansion of the city::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::wonders how science is picking up this stuff.  Why isn't her console picking stuff up?::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::wonders why TAC is taking so long in flagging yellow alert::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: wondering whether there is something to this ::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  A "construction" Accident?

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO: I want to know where those bloody transmissions are coming from!

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::::signals yellow alert:::::

Tammok says:
@Kisay : in fact all ahve disappeared  while some of the "lights were in the sky"

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  Not at all.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: wincing at loud shout::  Just from the satellite Sir .... but could be going to a ship out there somewhere ...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  Lights in the sky?  Starships?

NPC_Sharra says:
@AT:  We have not yet started construction.

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr: <whispering to CMDR> Sir, I get no life sign readings from these people on my tricorder.......very strange.......

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
*Kisay*: We are on yellow alert Commander, we have picked up ion traces coming from the planet

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  Tommak could speak more to that, perhaps.

Tammok says:
@Kisay : we dont have telescopes or other means to check

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: the transmissions seem to be automated ... not controlled from Retira

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Tac*  Understood keep us posted.

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Couldnt be coming from the whole sattilite..pinpoint its origin..if its an array....I want to know who put it there

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
*Kisay* Aye sir

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO: Sir it IS coming from the satellite ...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  Are the occurances on regular intervals?  :::  Nods to Thei::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::shivers in shoes as CO appears not to believe her::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  Why do our devices not pick up lifesigns from you or your associate?

NPC_Sharra says:
@::the land rover arrives at the site of the disappearances::

Tammok says:
@kisay : Maybe your device is defective ?

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  Lifesigns?

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: continuing to stare at readings from the tricorder in disbelief ::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: the satellite is behind the moon momentarily .... could be from either

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Get a lock on the Sattalite....I want to know who made it and put it there.

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  You noted our lifesigns; your earlier question about the electromagnetic traces indicate so.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Aye Sir ...:;starts pressing buttons madly::

NPC_Sharra says:
@:;looks puzzled::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  Yes Lifesigns, each humanoid emmits a signature we know as lifesigns.  Your species does not apparantly

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:  <In a whisper>  Sir...this does appear to be very odd!!!!  The tricorder is working perfectly, sir.......

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:   Has Starfleet Intel had anything on the boards about possible Romulan activity in the area

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  But you did detect them.
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Tammok says:
@::::thinks that the Federation Technology is not as advanced as we were led to believe it is ::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: I have a tenuous lock Sir ... it would be easier if we could get a tractor beam onto it

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO:  No sir, their recent security updates indicates no Romulan activity in this area

NPC_Sharra says:
@::glances at Tammok, puzzled by the lifesigns question::

Tammok says:
@Thei : here try one of ours

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Thei:  Huh?  It's working now? Ah well...

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Sir ... we might be able to get a tractor lock on the artificial satellite on its next lunar orbit

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil of Retira> Jax: Can I help you with this data ?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Shara: Do you know of anyone that has a motive to do such a thing?

NPC_Sharra says:
@::looks at Kisay::  You questioned me about the electromagnetic readings; then say you cannot detect our lifesigns.  Is that not a contradiction?

Tammok says:
@:::Hands a device to Thei with no output or input devices apparent :::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Make it so.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::looks for the OPS man::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
:: takes the device ::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::adjusts sensors, trying pick up more ionization trails::

Nurse_Hannah says:
::wonders about Ensign Bibble::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Aye Sir ...::slaves in ops console::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Tammok : And how does this work???

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  We are as every bit curious about your culture as you are of ours.  We are learning please give us some time.

Tammok says:
@Thei : You may find that one more useful

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Retira: Where am I now? What part of city am I at?

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  Ah, then shall we proceed with the investigation?

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::sets up randomizer for shield harmonics patterns, just in case....:::

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil> These are the government buildings

Tammok says:
@Thei : Simple youtell it what you want to read and it takes the reading

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Yes...

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::reconfigures a few things .... ::FCO:: If we are to tractor that thing, keep it steady

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Tammok:  Indeed ?!?!?! :: look of shock ::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  There is something interesting I should show you.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Bajil: They are so .... empty

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
FCO:: the Orion I mean

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@:::;Follows Sharra::::

Captain_Indyrian says:
<FCO>  Aye

NPC_Sharra says:
@::moves to an area a bit away, and stoops, looking at the ground::

Tammok says:
@Thei : it has a range of about 2 parsecs

Captain_Indyrian says:
::sits back down in The Chair..watching the efficency of the crew::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
Cmdr: <whispering> Commander.....should I really try using this thing?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::walks  back over to the Captain::

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: Ready for your physical now, sir?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Orion*  Be advised, we are not on the outter limits of the capital.  I do not believe your "cloaked ship" is from this society.  Kisay out....

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::prays a bit ..... gets the configuration right .... gets a tractor lock on the artificial satellite::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Bajil: You don't have a life sign...

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  The disappearances always occur here, and there are always these.......markings

Host Rich_AGM says:
BURN MARKS AND COMPRESSED VEGETATION INSINUATES A LANDING SITE

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: We have that tractor lock ....

NPC_Sharra says:
@::her fingers trace over the marks::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Thei:  Just gather as much data as possible.....

Captain_Indyrian says:
Hannah:  I will make an appointment...

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil> Jax: I am alive.... what do you mean ?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Bajil: You are... are... are...

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: I made you one, remember? If you hurry, you can just make it.

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@::::Squats and rubs hand over the markings::::  Thei...  what do you make of these?

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr: Very well, sir.....:: gives vocal command to device ::

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  What do you make of it...other than it being armed and transmitting a warning.....

Captain_Indyrian says:
Hannah:  Then I will make another appointment......not now.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: we could perhaps suppress the warning .... and prevent any weapons being armed?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::tricorder shows iron... from Bajil::

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil>Jax: Yes ?

Nurse_Hannah says:
::whips out PADD again::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Captain!  Long range sensors are picking up a ship........configuration is unknown!

Captain_Indyrian says:
*NumberOne*  Understood.  Orion Out

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO:  How about next Tuesday at 4:00?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Bajil: You are not.....

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Block out those transmissions.

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Range?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Orion*: Beam me up!!!

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Aye Sir ... does that

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
Cmdr:  traces of magnesium and phosphorus are also found, sir..........

Captain_Indyrian says:
::whirls around::  Hannah:   I don't have the time nor the patience to deal with this right now.

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: err.....the ship with be within range in approximately 5 minutes

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  We've been able to make nothing of these marks.

Nurse_Hannah says:
CO: Okay, next Tuesday at 4:00 it is then. ::makes a note::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::wonders if the CMO is crazy ... we are at yellow alert after all::

Captain_Indyrian says:
*NumberOne*  An unknown vessel is entering the system.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::runs toward the direction  where the XO went::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  :::Curious::: If this is always the spot, has it not occured to you to perhaps make this area contained and out of limits to civilians and other people?

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
::::raises an eybrow at the scene between CO and CMO::

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Hail them

Tammok says:
@ Kisay : just that they they seem to be burn makrs and occur when "Lights are in the sky "

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: Bajil is an android...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Bridge* Aye sir...

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: aye sir......attempting to hail now

NPC_Sharra says:
@Contained?  In what way?  We are the only people here....  Who would contain it?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: They are ALL android!

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil> Jax: Is something wrong ? :::looks hurt::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@::::Rolls eyes::::  So what you're telling me is that we can't learn anymore than they know?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::the artificial satellite sits in tow to the Orion, weapons unpowered, transmissions suppressed::

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil> Jax: What is android ?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::Run and run::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::seems like I'm still the same place::

Host Rich_AGM says:
@<Bajil>::wonders what he did to upset Jax::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@*Jax* Eh? Android.... um Check your instruments

NPC_Sharra says:
@::moves off to look for other signs in the brushes::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: I checked it 3 times, sir

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
TAC:: do you need help with the hail?

Tammok says:
@:::Curious about the term "android uses device in Thei's hands to get a reading of Kisay ...then Thei ::::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
Fearful:  No, thanks....:::grins::::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::relieved::

Tammok says:
@:::Walks over to Sharra :::

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sir, they are not answering the hail, shall I keep hailing them

NPC_Sharra says:
@Tammock:  What is it?

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Red Alert

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:  It would appear, sir, that they are some type of android.......

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::signals red alert::::

Captain_Indyrian says:
*NumberOne*  We are going to red alert.  An unknown vessel is entering the system and refuses to respond to hails.

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::tries not to panic at read alert::

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Keep hailing them

Tammok says:
@Sharra : Sharra , we have a new development here ...they are not built like us ...they are made of organic matter !

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: I said that

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: aye sir...shall I power up weapons?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  My two other officers have indicated to me that you are a mechanical lifeform of some kind?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::hopes the shields are 150% efficient::

NPC_Sharra says:
@Tommak:  Organic?  Like the plants around us?

Tammok says:
@Sharra : Exactly

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::Still trying to run away from Bajil::

NPC_Sharra says:
@::studies Kisay and Thei, trying to comprehend::

Host Rich_AGM says:
AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SURGE CAN BE READ COMING FROM THE PLANET

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Raise shields

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  This is most confusing.....

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Bring weapons online, but do not target the incoming vessel

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sir, shields are raised......weapons online, sir

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@ Sharra: We are of Organic nature...  Flesh...  Biological.  Our scans indicates you were constructed?

Host Rich_AGM says:
A STRANGE LARGE VESSEL OF UNKNOWN CONFIGURATION ENTERS THE SYSTEM

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  And our readings indicate that you are..... like the plants......

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::detects large vessel at science console:: CO:: Sir ... we have company

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Sir, the ship is within sensor range, shall I put it on screen?

Captain_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Notify Starfleet command of our situation

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Sharra:  In a matter of speaking yes....

NPC_Sharra says:
@Kisay:  I know not.  We have always been here, from our earliest memories.

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Vessel Hail> Please leave this area immediately.......do not interfere with those on the planet

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Put the ship onscreen.

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
CO: Aye sir :::sends message to SF command:::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Aye Sir ....does that

Host Rich_AGM says:
SUDDENLY ALL THE PEOPL OF RETIRA "POWER DOWN" AND GO IN STANDBY MODE

Tammok says:
:::slumps :::

NPC_Sharra says:
@:;freezes in place, her face going blank::

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::sees a weird person on screen::

Captain_Indyrian says:
*Vessel*  This is Captain Indyrian of the federation starship USS Orion.  We are here on a mission of exploration and peace.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@*Cmdr*: I think we should get out while we can

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@:::listens to the now quiet planet:::  Thei:  What the hell just happened?

TAC_Ens_Tyler says:
:::checks shields to see they are operating at full capacity, weapons systems also operating at max. efficiency:::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@*Jax*  Stand by....

Host Rich_AGM says:
<Vessel> *Orion* Leave the area and do not interfere or we will be forced to fire

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:  All systems have just shut down......commander..........

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@Thei:  Source?  Why did it happen?

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
::checks the position of the AT ... may need emergency beamout::

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr:  Unable to pinpoint sir......just massive shutdown........

Captain_Indyrian says:
*Vessel* Perhaps we can discuss this situation without resorting to violence.

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Do you have the co-ordinates of the away team?

FCO_Ens_Thei says:
@Cmdr: Everything just went dead..........some type of dampening field............

ASO_Ensign_Fearful says:
CO:: Aye Sir ... should we beam them up?

Host Rich_AGM says:
THE VESSEL FIRES A SINGLE SHOT ACROSS THE USS ORIONS BOW

Cmdr_Kisay says:
@*Orion*  All the beings on the planet here have ceased to "work" The whole planet is shut down.

Captain_Indyrian says:
ASO:  Get them out of there!

Tammok (torpedos.wav)

ASO_Ensign_Fearful ::actions emergency beamout:: (transporter.wav)

Host Rich_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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